REAQTA-HIVE

EUROPE’S LEADING AI ENDPOINT SECURITY PLATFORM

REAQTA HIVE

HIVE GUARD
Anti-Malware Module

ALL-IN-ONE ENDPOINT PREVENTION
Hive Guard integrates foundational prevention capabilities into the ReaQta-Hive
platform by leveraging on machine learning, signature-based and pre-execution
scanning technologies. This module provides complete protection against all known
malware, adware and suspicious files to your organisation.


Hive Guard can be easily installed and managed directly as a module within the same
dashboard to enable complete Anti-Malware protection - all from a single agent.
 

“Identifying attacks before they gain entry allows ReaQta-Hive to administer
resilience during a sudden breach.”

- Frost & Sullivan



Trusted by analysts globally. An integral part of the “Multisandbox’” project. 
- VirusTotal

INFO@REAQTA.COM

VISIT REAQTA.COM
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MAJOR ADVANTAGES

MANAGE ALL
ENDPOINTS IN A
SINGLE CONSOLE
With this newly integrated

module, organisations no
longer need to manage
their Anti-malware and
ReaQta-Hive on separate
platforms. 


PROTECTION
AGAINST ALL
THREATS
Hive
Guard
Module
completes the entire
ReaQta-Hive protection
offering to guard against
all known signatures,
signatureless and even
zero-day threats. 
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KEY MODULE CAPABILITIES
Key Features

How Hive Guard Delivers

Signatures &
Heuristics

Designed to continuously stop attackers in their tracks
via proven security techniques of heuristics and
signature-based prevention.

Pre-Execution
Prevention

Employs dynamic emulation and attack sequencing
technology to detect and stop malicious code within
files in the pre-execution phase. The file’s is reviewed
emulated in real-time prior to full execution, effectively
preventing potentially malicious files from running.

REAL-TIME
SIGNATURE
UPDATES

ReaQta signature library is cloud-updated hourly with
the latest malicious code signatures to ensure that all
the latest threats are stopped.

CONFIGURABLE
MODES

Configure Hive Guard to adapt the right level of
protection to your environment:

Detection: Identify threats and only create alerts
without removing artifacts from endpoints.

Standard: Identify and remove threats in document
files, user’s downloaded data and running
applications.

Advanced: Extend protection and scanning to all
installed software applications.

Aggressive: In-depth scanning of every application
and file, including system folders.

Easily ENABLE
YOUR rEAqTA-Hive
The process is seamless and time-efficient
for IT teams. After purchase, Hive Guard
module will be enabled and can be directly
turned on with a single click of button.



Since the module already fully integrated

within ReaQta-Hive, complete protection
will be ready within minutes.

Activate Hive Guard Today

Anti-Malware Protection Alerts

About ReaQta

ReaQta was founded by an elite team of offensive and defensive cybersecurity experts and AI/ML researchers. Combining these backgrounds, the
team has built an advanced AI Endpoint Security Platform. This innovative approach applies the latest AI algorithms to automate, optimise and simplify
the process of detecting and handling new threats. Organisations can now eliminate the most advanced threats in the fastest way possible with an
elegant, powerful and easy-to-use platform - entirely without the need for additional skilled personnel. Security teams can now do more, with less.

SUPPORTED
ARCHITECTURES
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